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Cornpulsory reacler response :

the intertextual drive
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/F\ /An in,..,.xt is one or more texts which the reader nrust know in
SQ order to unclerstand a work of literature in terms of its overall
Y{ significance (as opposed to the discrete rneanings of its successive

rvords, phrases, and sentences).1 The distinction is paramount
y because linguistic usage suffices to account for such meanings, even 

.

thoughtheymayalsodeve[opunder,ihefurtherconstraintofaes-
thctic conventions. Readers,' hiiwever, sense empirically that the :

, overall significance depends less on referenrialiry (as does standard .

r/verbal communication) than on a relation berween form and con- i-i

tent, or even on a subordination of content to form. The latter, we
fcel rnore or less consciously, constirutes the literariness of the verbal
rvork of art.

, 
'7-hcse perceptions, this reader response to the text, cannot be

cxplrrined by Iinguistic structurcs, since these are observed in non-
literary and litcrary Llttcrances alike. Nor car.r it lre explained [:y
tropolog'r, rllctoric, or any corpus of conventior-ral forrns whosc
o[;jccts are already found at sentence lcve[: these may account for
discursive phenomena, but could not explain the differe nce berween
discursive and textuaI ones. Literature is indeed made of texts.

, Literariness, rherefore, must be sought at the level where texts
combine, or signiFy by referring to other texts rather than to lesser

sign systems.
When we speak of knowing an intertext, however, we rllust distin'

guish benve cn the actual knowlcdge cf the form and content of that
interte xt, and a mcre awareness that strch an intertcxt exists and can
eventtrally be found somewhere. This awareness in itself may bi'
enough to make reaclers experience the text's literariness. Thc/ can

do so bccause they perceive rhat something is missing frorn the text:.
$
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fiaps that need to be filled, references to an as yer unknown referenr,
references whose successive occurrences map out, as it were, tlre
outline of the intertext still to be discovered. In such cases, the
reader's sense that a latent intertext exists suf6ces to indicate the
location where this intertext will eventually become manifest.

This rype of minirnal reader response makes it necessary to distin-
,i guish berween intertext and interrextuality. The latter is the web of
' functionp thar constitutes and regulates the relationships berween

text and intertext. These functions either are fully activated as rhey
,, are embodied in perceived relationships, or they are activated in
i_.programmatic form, in wlrich case they ruerely postulate an inter-
,rr', text, reminding readers that their response must be predicated on the

,hypothesis that the text requires it, showing them how rhe hypothe-
.: sis may lead to actualisation, ancl what kind of intertext is to be

" puts on theirlngenuiry, and from the text's departures from accepted
- linguistic usage or narrative and descriptive conventions. The other

is the constraints or limitations the same text puts on rhe readers,
search for that relief. Indeed, conrrary to critics' favourite reacrion ro
difficulry (they too often are conrent ro invoke ambigLrity and clo not

,.seem to think there nray be a way out of deconstruction), facts of
$ reading suggest that, when it activates or mobilises the intertext, the

u expected. , \rs)h A
.i, T*o modalities of reader lesp'ilnie[arc inseparable. One is the
.",, readers' feeling that they need surceast from the demands the text

text leaves little leeway to readers and conrrols closely their response.
It is thus that the texr mainrains irs identity despite changing tinrcs,
despite the evolution 6f.the sociolecr, and despite the 

^scent 
of

readerships unforcseen by rhe author.
it It is obvious that such a process must be an imperative of rea<jiI vr rLaurrrS.
ifhe urge to undersrand compels readers to look ro rhe interrext to filr

rng.

but tire text's gaps, spell out its implications and find out what rules
'of idiolectic g.rammar account foi the text's departures from logic,
from acceprel urrg. (that is, from the sociolect),irom the .rrr"-rid-
,effect sequence of rhe narrative, and from verisimilitude in the:i

.descnptlve. However-compelling this reading strategy may be, it
cannot account for the actual identi6cation of an intertext, since
matclting te.xrua I un gramnraticalities ancl intertextuaI gramnraticali-
hes is like trying to find a ncedlc in the haysrack of a corptrs or_oI a

non, even if we assume that ncither has undergone historicai
anges thatinlay put thenr out o[ the reach of normal readers (that

\ i cotttlrulsor rr,ffi ,rsyv,,se .
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is, readers armed only with their linguistic compere nce arrrr trying to
nrake do without the philologicalcrutches of footnotes and scholarly
gioss). It seems to me that only specific, specialisecl signs can ar once
stancl for the intertext, point to its locus, and uncover its identiry.

I shall try to detcrmine which indices direct readors towards the
specific and relevant intertexts, and indeed compel them to look for
these intertexts even when cultural changes have rrrade thcir recovery
less likely (obviously, when the culture which the te.xt rellects is still
within reach, the readers' task is facilitated by the freqiency of
references to rvell-known inrertexts, or just by chance encounteis
with the m). T'hese signposts are worcls and phrases indicating, on the
one hand, a difficulry - an obscure or incomplete urrerance in the text

- tl'rat only an intertext can remedy; and, on the other hand, poinring
thc rvay to where the solution must be sought. Such features, lexical
or phrasal, are distinguished from their context by their clual nature.
'fhey are both the problem, when seen from the rext, and rhe solution
to that problern when their other, intertexruaI side is revealed. They
therefore belong equally in text and intertexr, linking the rwo, and
signalling in each the presence of their mutually complemenrary
traits. Accordingly, I shall call thern connectives. And in addition to
idcntifying them, I shall try to show that the connecrives conibine the
sign systerns oI text and intertext into new semiotic clr.rsters, thereby
freeing the text from its dependency on usage ancl exisring conven-
tions, and strbordinating its dcscriptive and narrarive clevices to a

signifying strategy unique to the text.
'I'hc text I have chosen as an example is a prose poern by Andr6

Rreton, an especially arcane arrd frustrating one because it was
rvritten 'under thc clictation of the unconscious', the phrase by which
l:rcrrc[r SrrrrcaIists <lcfined dcriture dutomatique.'Ihis nrode of
writing was to put an encl to the traditional literature characterised
by labourecl sry[e, tlrat which edited out spurts of inspirarion,
ernphasised the approximation of manner to matrer, and pursued the
rrrctt juste - "vhat 

And16 Breron called the littirature de calcul ('litera-
ture of caiculation'). In the latter he saw arbitrary conventions,
arti(ice, the tired ancl tiring repetition of al[-too-familiar thernes.
Whcther automatic writing is an immediare product o[ the uncon-
scious or a concerted artempt at representing it, it privileges associa-
tive sequences based on analogy and homophony, and does away
rvith descriptive and narrarive logic. And yer our poem eschews
arbitrariness and gratuitousness, because intertexts confer authoriry
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to apparently ,r.,.$opa ,rrnsitions from one set of images to the nexr.
They make up for what automatic writing eliminates: the orderly
teleological progress towards a conclusive and unified signi6chnce, a

systematic development excluded from the text by the mimesis of the
unconscions. As a result this development must be achieved from
without the text, in its margins so to speak, by a system of exterior
references and formal models composed of the intertexts. Automatic
rvriting thus pr.rts the burden of communicaticn on intertextualiry
and makes its mechanisms easier to observe.

The poern is about sexual desire. Desire, sexual or otherwise, can
only be represented in terms of a frustrated present, or of a future, in
the anticipation of what is to come. Lasting only as long as it rernains
unsatisfied, desire must be depicted through suspense or delay, or
through an impossibility to satisfy it. Any literary mimesis of desire
therefore contains an element of desirabiliry (hope, for example),
an<i an elerne nt oI interdiction. The latter prevents the former from
attaining its goal. Thes'e elements generate texts of desire either by
saturation or by displacernent. Saturation occurs when all nouns in
the text receive a positive or negative marker, according to whether
anticipation or frustration is being emphasised. Displacement occurs
when the nouns in the text are metonyms of the desired ob ject; the
object's conflicting features are expressed by metonyms carrying
markers of desirabiliry and by,metonyms carrying rnarkers of inter-
diction:

[1] Sur Ia montagne Sainte-Geneviive il existe urr large abreuvoir oi vien-
nent se rafraichir i la nuit tomb6e tout ce que Paris compte encore de b€tes
troutrIantes, de plantes ) surprises. [2] Vous le croiriez dess6chi si, en
cxarninant les choses de pltrl gris, vous ne voyiez glisser capricieusement sur
la pierre un petit filet rorrge que ricn ne peut tlrir. [3] Quel sang pr6cieux
continue donc i couler en cet endroit que les plunres, les duvets, les poils
blancs, les feuillcs d6chlorophyl6es qu'il longe d6tournent de son but
apparent? [4] Quelle princesse de sang royal se consacre ainsi apris sa
disparition i l'entre tien de ce qu'il y a de plus souve rainement tendre dans la
frune et la flore de ce pays? [5] Quelle sainte au ;ablier de roses a fait couler
cet extrait divin dans les veines de la pierre? [5] Chaque soir le mcrveilleux
rnoulage plus beau qu'un sein s'ouvre i des ldvres nouvelles et la vertu
d6saltdrante du sang de rose se comrnunique i tout le ciel environnant,
pen<iant que sur une borne grelotte un ieune enfant qui compte les itoiles; [7]
tout-i-l'heure il reconduira son troupeau aux crins mill6naires, depuis le
sagittaire ou flEche d'eau qui a trois nrains, l'rrne pour extraire, I'autre pour
caresser, l'autre pour ornbr'rger ou pour diriger, depuis le sagittaire de mes
jours jusqu'au chien d'Alsace qui a un oeil bleu e1 un oeil jaune, le chien des
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;rneglyphes de nres r€ves, Ie fiddle corn[)agnon des rnaries.t
' lltv a-

(On Saint Geneviive FIill tlrere is a broad rvatering-trough rvhere, at night-
fall, what Paris stilI has oI disturbing beasts, oI surprise-springing plants,
come to refresh thernselves. You would think it had run dry if, on closer
inspection, you did not see sliding capriciously cver the stone a thirr red
tricklc that no-rhing can dry up. What precious blood, then, keeps on flowing
in this place, that the feathers, the dorvn, the white hairs, the leaves withour
chkrrophyll rvhich it passes clivert from its apparent course? rfi4rat princess of
royal [rlood devotes herself after her disappearance to the upkeep of all that
is rnost sovereignly tendcr in the flora and fauna of this country? What saint
with hcr apron of roses has made this divine extract flow through the veins of
the stone? Each evening the wonderful hollow cast, more beautiful than a

breast, ol.rens itself to new lips, and the thirst-quenching power of the
r<;se-blood spreads to all the surrounding sky, while against a mounting
stone a young child sits shivering and counts the stars; soon he wilI drive
home lris herd with thcir nrillenia-old hides, fron-r the sagittarius or arrow-
lread that has three hands, one for extracting an essence, the other for
carcssing, and another yet for casting a shade or pointing directions, from
the sagittarius of rny days to the Alsatian dog with one blue eye and one
yelloiv eye, <log of the anaglyphs of my dreams, faithful conrpanion of the
tides.) I

The poenr sketches a nocturnal scene, a l"ii,lr."p. paracloxically
uniting city ancl country. In the very centre of Paris, in the heart of the
I-atin Qirarter, on the nottagne Sairtte-Ceneuiiue, there exists the
nragic kind of spring tliat folklore normally locates in rlie wilderness,
a watering-h<;le frequented by fantastic animals and plants rniracu-
lously e ndorvcd rvith rnotion. Nearby, a young shcpherd watches
ovcr a llerd that is iust as strange, since instead ofsheep, tlre creattrres
of the Zodiacgraze undcr his care.

l'hc reader rvill easily recogrlise in this the well-known legend of
the nriraculous spring rvhose pure water florvs at the sccne of a crime,
gushing frorn the spot rvherc a virgin has been raped and mtrrderecl;
the crystal clarity of the llowing water either effaces the traces of
wrongdoing, or else symbolises the victim's puriry. A rnodern
version of this legend can be found in Ingmar Bergman's frlm Virgir
Spring, in u,hich the victim is a princess. Sentence 4 in rhe poem
indeed alludes to a princess ministrating to the needs of the thirsry
after he r own death. B[ood, rather than water, flolvs from the trough,
a different and rllore supernatural variant also well attested to in
folklore. Br-rt the poem conflates the two alternating liquids by trans-
ferring to blood the propcrty of quenching thirst which bclongs to
watcr. Since this properry is miraculous in blood, blood tlierefore
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becomei, d"si.rblffink.
Readers readily accept the fountain of blood miracle because it

conforms to accepted rules of the fantastic. Within the descriptive
system of the word fountain, blood instead of water and a flow tl'rat
never dries indicate the miraculous.'fhe description is grammatical,
self-sufficient, in no need of bolstering by comparison with the
legends in which gory springs gush forth to commemorate the
sacrifice of a saint.3 True, if readers chance upon such stories, they
verify the poem as a variant of a theme, and this theme exemplifies
the fantastic. This verification, however, remains aleatory. While it
does enhance plausibiliry within the fantastic by connecting this
story in a tradition, the story itself only actualises a given of the fairy
tale genre that would be interpretable and enjoyable for a reader
quite innocent of folktales. Rather than recognising an intertext
here, it is better to speak of a theme: the text is understood by
reference to usagc and to standard tales.

Intertextualiry rvould aild to this elementary reading rnechanism
only if we had to know other variants of the theme in order to
understand that this blood is good. This is not dre case. The medliora-
tive procbss merely consists in a paradigm oI variants in praise of
blood repeating the word blood positively each time by its figurative
acceptations, but also in its literalsense by ernbellishing associations.
The whole series first makes blood an object of wonder. The expres-
sion royal blood, for exarnple, can literally designate the blood oI a

monarch, or it can sirnply be a metonynr for 'royal family' (cf.
princesse du sang).'Essence' (extrait) is a word borrowed from the

vocabulary of chemistry, and speci6cally that of perfume-making; it
designates the precious liquid distilled from rose petals that is used in
the rarest perfurnes. The literary synonym for this essence is in
Frenclr conventional poetic language sang des roses ('blood of roses',
or 'rose-blood'). 'Precious blood' (sang prdcierix) commonly signifies
exactly that, but it is also, in religious discourse, the term for the
blood of Christ and more to tlre point, it is that blood when it
becomes drinkable: the phrase designates the transubstantiated wine
of the Er.rcharist. This meaqing stiil needs no more than normal
linguistic competence to lre understood, but its unexpected aptness
for the poem's symbolism dois not become evident until the next
rung on the paradigrn's ladder, the vision of the blood spreading
through the sky..This image signals a maior shift from blood as an
object of admiration to blood as an ob ject of desire - th_at is, a blood
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orrc thirsts for.
This shift is specific to the poern ancl indeed constitutes its idio-

syncratic, topical significance. IJut it is also with this shift that the
poem departs from grammaticaliry most visibly. Readers could be

satisfied with the truth and beaury of the rose-blood as a metaphor
for the sky coloured by the setting sun. They are denied this natural
ancl obvious re ading, however, for it is precluded by the fact that the
subject of the sentence is not the rose-blood itself, but its iertu
ddsaltdrante, a quality equally nonsensical for speaking of celestial
hues and oI a rose distillate .

This is the point at which an intertext intervenes, making a second
reading possible and incleed compulsory, an intertext that authorises
tl.re seemingly gratuitous and absurd sentence _where tliirst-quen-
ching power can serve as a subject for the predicate 'spread through
the sky'. This intertext is a literary one, but it is also the subject of
paintings by Tintoretto and Rubens, a fact that must have increased
its currency: the myth oIJuno forcecl to suckle Hercules at her breast,
despite the child's being Jupiter's bastard. The-errant king of gods
prushes the famished babe against the bosom of Jirno asleep.

Awakened by the voracious lips of I{ercules, she turns and pushes his
nlouth away fronr the breast that he has already grasped. But ther
clivine infant's suction is so po',ver[ul that the stream of rnilk still
florving from the nipple spreads across the heavcnly canopy: thus
was the Milky Way created. :-:

Ilcttcr still, now that this ungrammaticaliry is furtl.rer e rnpl.rasised
[ry the intcrtext tl.rat redecms it, readers' attention revert.s to the
beginning oI the poem arrd to a first ungramrnaticaliry tl.rat may have
cscaped them in the initial lumble of contradictory images. Instead of
just clcpictirrg a miractrlous fountain in accorclance with folktale
practicc, the second sentence is at variance with the [antastic of tl-re

motif because of the double anonraly of a tr,rugh. A farmyard
inrple mcnt is ungrammatical in a big-ciry context, and it is ungram-
matical in a virgin-spring context. The verisimilitucle of the superna-
tr.rral tale (a literary genre) is compatible with the locus amoenus of a

bucolic setting, in rvhich a rivulet trickles over pebbles through a

verdanr meacl, or a silent pond reflects the leaFy shade, etc. By
contrast, it would seem to exc[ude the prosaic utilitarian d6cor of the
farnr.

The mythological intertext does provide a transition back to the
fantastic. Even though the Juno myth has cultural connotations
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which somewhat defuse the direct impact thit the fantastic has in a

Celtic tale of fountains, both the breast and the spring are clearly

supernatural. But replacing the breast with its own cast, and making
it still function as a spring, ceases to be absurd when we grasp the

similarity berween the cast's hollow and that of the trough, a simi-
larity confirmed by the fact that both produce a beneficent blood.
The whole transformation still remains painfully far-fetched, how-
ever, until we relate it to the intertext that lurks behind moulage.
This word functions as the connective here because it is even more of
a technical term than abreuuoir, It is borrowed straight from the

sculptor's studio, designating the plaster templet nroulded on a

model's breast, or on a sculpture created in her likeness: molten
bronze poured into the cast takes the shape o[ that breast and

immortalises its beaury. The cast is thus halFway berween the trough
and the breast, partaking of the artificialiry o( the former and the

eroticism of the latter. Tlre intertext illustrates this with a well-
known motif of pathos about the irony of Fate, where Nature herself
is the sculptor, and the cast is accidental, the negative impression left
by a woman's breast in the hardened lava of Pompeii.

Th6ophile Gautier's short story, Arria Nlarcella, of.f.ers a fully
developcd version of this intertext:

. . . he was looking at a piece of coagulated black ash with a hollow imprint. It
looked like a fragment from a statue's mould, broken during the casting
procedure. An artist's knowledgeable eye rvould have easily recognized the
outline of ar wonderful breast and of a waist whose stylistic puriry was
worthy ol Greek staruary. Any traveller's guidebook will tell you that as this
lava grew cold around the body of a wornan, it kept her charming contour.
The caprice of an eruption which destroyed four cities has preserved until
our day a noble shape that had fallen to dust two thousand years ago. The
rounded outline of a bdsorn has endured through centuries while so many
empires have vanished without a trace.4

There are quite a few other versions of the cast-moulding-a-breast
story, to which I shall refer later. The Pompeii variant is the one most
frequently invoked, and the one most likely to be remembered, for
two reasons. The first is its complexity; its effect is heightened by
rwo other themes. One is that the love or desire inspired by the

bosom triumphs over death. The other is that art or beaury survives

the fall o_[ empires, with the added rwist that the more apParently
" perishable the media, the more it endures (a motif made famous by

Ho.r.. celebrating the power of poetry, that outlasts bronze staiues,
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ntoltuntentunr exegi aere pereefiilrs). Girutier's story gives narrative
proof of desire made eternal when the clcad beauty appears to the
young tourist in his dre anrs and seciuces him. We are left uncertain as

to u,hether all this is btrt a figment of the aroused slecper's erotic
dreams, or whether it is an actualvisitation by the undead risen from
the grave. Despite whichever version happens to be correct, both
spell out the maximal forrn of the axiom of clesire: if frustration is

eterna[, then tl're libido nrust accordingly be undying.
But the otlrer reason for the Pompeii version's fame is that its

melodrarnatic tension makes more visible the function of a structure
which is nothing less than the basic mechanism of intertextual
exchange. If praise of a woman in love poetry can be done by
depicting her as statuesque, an equally effectivc praise does the

reve rsc by irnagining her as the moul<l from which a statue will be

cast (e.g., the motif oI the bereft lover drinking to his dead nristress's
mcmory frorn a cup nrorrlded on her breast). A further reversion of
the intertextual shr.rttle then describes a fernale shape through the
detour of a figurativc, or literal, hollow mould. This nrechanism is

central to tlie entire poern because the comparison of thc body and of
thc arte fact is being rnisused or diverted, as it were, in the statentent
about the cdst ntore beautiful than the breast. I-his woulcl appear
paracloxical or nousensical if the poem were about the real thing.
The inte rtextual manipulation here builds on the fact that the word
abrern,oir clesignates a hollowed-out stone, and that irnages clerivecl

fronr it rnay be easier to recognize as synonyms of it if the stone

comp()ncnt is preserve d, which is the case for cast. The cast therefore
imagistically designatcs a wet motrld of flesh which, we will soon
cliscover, is literally a rnore beautiful sex object than the breast itself.

'I-he two intertexts (ntoilage and the galaxy) conjured Lrp together
by the sarne sentence and knotting together two images oI desire (sex

ancl thirst), posit an idiolectic rule, applicable only within the poem
and gcrmane to its signi6cance, whereby blood's newly established
equivalency rvith nrilk nrakes it a synecdoche for the whole rvoman.

IJut the question renrains: why is blood made into an obiect of
' desire? And if it flows as a mernorial to the victim of a tale of rape and

murder, who is she ? The answer, of course, is a shepherdess. She who
gave her name to the Paris hill, the ciry's patron saint and therefore a

me tonym for it, was a shepherdess, but most readers w-ould not think
of it. The name itself may however bicome-a connective, or one of
the connectives, rvheu readers become aware that the whole taie
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narrated or hinted at in the poem is but the long periphrasis for a

repressed iord, bergire. The very nature of a periphrasis is that it
beats around the bush hiding the w'ord that is that periphrasis's
lexical equivalent. The periphrastic meandering itself, and the
multiple question marks lead readers towards identifying the victirn
wirh bergire, and eventually to guessing which aspects of the
sernerne'shepherdess' enable it to function as an exemplary object of
desire, and consequently to give the poem its textual identiry.

As always in literary texts, a number of secondary signals ensure
that even the most absent-minded readers will find the thread lead-
ing to the solution. These signals consist in repeating words from the
descriprive systemss of 'shepherd(ess)' or aimplifying these words into
periphrases each of which constitutes a mini-description to make the
point explicit. The very size of the space occupied by the developing
representation ernphasizes it. The chitd of sentence 5 is a shepherd
himself, as we are told'rwice through rwo periphrases. T'he 6rst
amounts to a deGnition and suscitates a rich intertext of poetic
allusi<lns to the mythical birth oI astronomy. It is a well-known
theme, in France and elsewhere, that the 6rst people who were able
to discern and name asterisms were those men whose occupation
kept them awake at night, watching over their herds and contem-
plating the starry skies - the pastors of ancient Mesopotarnia. Then
a new periphrastic approach to the key is made via metonyrns of the
shepherd. First, the herd itself, rvhich being the Zodiac, confirms the
supernatural, or perhaps iust figurative or symbolic, nature oI the
whole tale. Then, the shepherd dog, rwice described as such through
its species and through itsrcharacteristically varicoloured ey.s.5 And
now that we have shepherd, herd, and shepherd dog, only the
shepherdess is misiing. Not for long, however, because a dog is a
syrnbol of fidelity, and the text leaves blank only the space where the
name of thar fideliry's beneficiary should be. That this space should
be 6lled oui with the renewed ironsense of tides makes it even more
necessary for readers to correct this with the only appropriate word
so far left unuttered. Of course, any feminine character could be an
object of desire. But it so happens rhar bergire, which was so diffi-
cult to uncover, is a word ideally suited for this role since, as a
conventional character of the pastoral, she embodies sexualiry in the
bucolic genre. This proceeds from the idylls of ancient literature
through seventeenth- and eighteenth-century bergerides in poetry
and in painting down to_vulgar usage. To this day, bergire is a
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colloqualism for lover or even for a 'loose' girl. Add to this phrases

like I'heure du berger, a humorous euphemism designating the

mornent of surrender of a willing female, and dtoile du berger,
another name for the planet Venus. This name, by the way, is also a

synonym for the 6rst sign of the Zodiac, and an occasional synecdo-
clre for thc word zodiac as well, bringing us back sylleptically to the

other facet of the poenl, the mimesis of the fantastic, and thus
rcalising once more the interface of vision and of sexuality.

The intertext summarised and represented by bergire selects
therefore from the <lescriptive system based on that word those
descriptive details and narrative sitr-rations that may actuaIise sexua-
lity literally or figuratively, especially in the hyperbolic form of male
desirc: rape. A shepherdess, alone and defenceless in the solitude of
woods and meadows, is a natnral symbol of feminine vulnerabiliry,
so nruch so that the development of a poetic genre, the medieval
pastourelle, is but a narrative expansion on rape. The modality of
expericnce that defines the shepherdess would seem to be fenrinine

"urilrbili,y. 
So powerfrrl is this stereoryped derivation frorn the very

narne of rhe character, that it involves or contaminates even those
components of the descriptive system that have nothing to do with\-
the itrategy of the act itself. First, the dog. ['le was supposed to

I)rotect his nristress. Instead, he becomes an accornplice in her
clcrnisc. Scc<lnd, the spring of water. Third, the trec shading the
scenc. l-hcse two were but props in the setting of the bucolic locus
diltoeilus.1'he y now symbolically re-enact the unutterable scene that
transforrns thc pastoral bower of bliss into a dramatic stage of
violcrrt lrrst.

An carly instance of the intertext gives us an example of the dog's
new function. Marmontel wrote a short story, La Bergire des Alpes,
6rst published in his Contes moraux that so aroused his readers'
fantasies, that the musical stage version of it was procluced in 7766,
plagiarised as a comedy by abb6 Desfontaines in 1795, and
cleveloped into a full-fledged five-act dranra in 1852 by Desnoyers
and Dennery. It tells the seduction of the heroine by a hunter who
loses his way in the mountains and is saved by the dog. The dog
brings hirn to her hut. She becomes pregnant, but all is well that ends

rvell: tl.rey get married. The dog turning from protector into procuror
is an instance of role reversal,'ancl of resulting suspense, common in
melodrama. But that structural shift permanently endows the animal
with literariness and nrakes him a fixture of the seduction tale, with

,dh.
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the effect that his presence alone indicatcs what is going oh.
A later version of the intertext provides us with a nrore complete

exanrple of the transference, transforming the dog and the surround-
ings into a symbolic account of the event. In that version, from Jean
Giraudoux's 1926 novel Bella, a Parisian dandy takes a walk in the
countryside. He is sexy (Pan en ueston, 'Pan in morning coat') and
Spring is beckoning. A shepherd dog befriends him (rather than the
more usual way around) and brings him to his mistress. The dog's
literary function (as opposed to its role of guardian in realiry) as a

metonym for hls mistress in her role as sex object, is clearly
expressed: the dog does the wooing (le chien de la bergdre l'auait
siduit) and the shepherdess has the same varicoloured eyes as the
animal. The metonymic transference is repeated through the name:
the dog is called, unaccountably, Red Stockings, a riddle solved by
the indirection in the narrative derived from the name. Instead of a

straighr account oI the scene's climax, the text alludes to it circuitou-
sly by having the wencl'r display to the passer-by the top of her own
red stockings. Finally, a variation on the vernal theme repeats the
story as if it were a commentary on llreton: '. . . the setting seduced
hirn rather than the shepherdess herself. How splendid, how potent
the mountain-ash looked, beneath which she was sitting. The tree
was raping the earth that was fighting back. A,spring was flowing: it
would soon be good to totrch its water.'7

I have italicised images that may seenr merely ornate and fairly
artificial srylistic devices. 'I'he instant we perceive their common
implication, these inrages assunle a new function as members of a
paradigm of synonymous iepresentations of desire. We therefore
reacl them as figurative paraphrase of the implicit rape story.

The recovery of bergire from under tides is unmistakable and
cannot fail, as we have seen, because the phrase faithful companion
of f.or a shepherd dog cannot brcompleted except with berger or
bergire, and oI the two only the latter is still available. But even if the
descriptive system I have described were not actualised, thus facil-
itating the proper interpretation of the riddle, or rather making it
foolproof, the substitute chosen for the predicate of. faithful com-
panion would have pointed to shepherdess, for ,ides makes sense
only with the feminine. Given the blood paradi gm, tides, suppressing
the designation of a woman, must be read as.a metaphor for men-

, struation. All mythologies have concurred in linking women's men--
' ses as well as tides to the phases of the'rnoon. The plural of tides

't
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rnakes the substitution cven more
('pcriod') is used only in the plural.
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Intertextuality

imperative -.ince French rigles

As soon as the reader makes this discovery, nonsense disappears.
\Yi4rile the whole paradigm of synonyms describes the blood as

rlcsirable, this intertext revea[s it as prohibitcd, since menstruaI
blood is irnpure blood in all western religious traditions. The connbc-
tive, therefore, actualises the frustration component in the mirnesis
of the libido. After all, Leviticus prohibits inrercourse with a won.ran
during her period. In consequence, both rniraculous[y thirst-
qucnching spring and taboo liquid, menstruaI blood is a perfect
Illctapllor [or,,lcsire.'

Nevcrtheless, thc prosc poenr still presenrs imiges that appear
arbitrary. l'he fusion of two incompatible setrings, urban and rustic,
rcnrains entirely gratuitor.rs, and its relation to the blood-symbolism
rcnl.liirs far-fetched. Miraculous fountair.rs are usually hidden in
forests and clales like the nymphs that once frecluented rhem. Bur so
long as a man-made trough was substituted for the natural spring,
the lartcr pould have transferred its-iirigic to rhe former, wliile
re maining in the background as an inrertextual footnote. The substi- \
tution itse lf is the real proble n.r: not even the usefulness of a trough to
shcphe rcls cou[d explain ir, since poncls and springs would do rhe yob
just as well, especially in the bucolic genre. \:

Actually, the key to the riddle is nor the thing itself, but the word
[or it. Abreuuoir sticks out in context because it is a technicisnr of
sorts, a term found only in the special vocabulary of animal
husbanclry, that would seem appropriate only in a realistic clescrip-
tion of a farnryard. So conspicuous a presence, and one so estranged
[rorn its context, impels reaclers to search for its reason. Since contex-
tuaI justification is lacking, readers turn to outsiile associarions for
an answer. They find it il a lexical look-alike of abrettuoir whose
near identiry at the phonetic level is bound ro attract artention, rhe
nrore so bec:ruse it combines so disparately at the stylistic level. The
two rvords so close in shape, so far apart in style, thus constitute a

near sl,llepsis. The farmyard word happens to be related to only one
other tcrm in the whole lexicon; a term that paradoxically is used
only in conventional literary contexts,;the verb abreuuer or
s'abreuuer, 'to slake thirst'. Moreover, the thirst in question is meta.
phorical (its seldom-used literal sense is always melodramaric), rhe
tliirst for b[ood, as in s'abreiueT di sing de I'innemi, 'ro slake one's
thirst{or enemy blood', certainly a desirable activity.

ig

This bloodthirsry hyperbole would have been long forgotten,
buried in the rhetoric of political polemics of the Revolutionary
period, Classical tragedy, or outdated epics, were it not kept alive in
France's national anthem. No French reader can go from abreuuoir
to s'abreuuer withour recognising this intertext, of which he is

reminded at every public event, when most people to this day join in
the refrain:

Aux armes, citoyens!Formez vos bataillons!
Marchons ! Maichons !

Qu'un sang impur abreuue.nos sillons!

[ake up arms, citizens!Form your batallions!
Let us march! Let us march! ',

May our furrows be slaked with impure bloodl]

Impure btood; the thiri't for this blood; and the word si//ors,
'Furrows', rather than champs, 'fields', or labours 'tilled 6ekls', a

synedoche fr:r campagnes, 'countryside'; and finally the fact that in
the first stanza, campagnes, 'our fields' invaded by foreign violators,
rhymes with their intended victims, nos cofipagnes, 'our women': all
these components are now in place to form a series o[ double
meanings that trace the silhouene of women and of bloodthirsry
aggressors. Sang impur refers to the blood of France's enernies, but it
is also a ponlpous euphemism for menstrual blood, while si//or is a

salacious duphemism for the female genitals. The optative forrn of
the verb for thirst-slaking expresses a prograrnme of desire. Thus
sillon h this explicit interteit caps a paradigm of erotically charged
images of hollowness: the watering-trough, and the cast of a breast.
Obscene equivocations on the refrain are found in off-colour jokes
about intercourse, and about deflorarion in particular. Sang inrpur
paves the way for a retrieval of thejntertext. Despite its archaism, the
phrase exists in present everyday usage, and always with a conrical,
parodic tinge, because in spoken French there is this one phonetic
liaison, that seems to contradict spelling, in which the 6nal g in sang
is pronounced as a A, and the example that schoolchildren memorise
when they learn this strange rule is the same sdrrS' impur line about
thirst and furrows.

The intErtextual role of the patriotic refrain is _special. Contrary to
the intertexts that transfornr one sentence at a time, the impact of the
Marseillaise affeqts the whole poem at once. It causes readers to
recognise, however unconsciously, that the trough and the mou,lage
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are synonyrnous, as are the princess, the female saint, and the shep-
hcrdess. AII three are identical in the single respect that they are
overflorving with desirable blood. This intertext therefore, by pro-
viding the model that sets the rule of transfornration to be apptied to
the other intertexts, has the same function as the interpretant in C. S.

Peirce's definition of the sign: a sign srands to'somebody for some-
thing in some respect, creating in the rnind of that person an
equivalent sign, the interpretant.s Translated at the level of textr.ra-
lity, this would read: a text stands to the reader for an intertext
crcating in her or his mind an equivalent sign i;ystem. The interl
pretant intertext embodies that system and keeps it in store for all
future readers as a written guarantee that they will all end up with the
same interpretation.

'l'he power of the interpretant results from its repression: once
rcaders identify this intertext, they still have to cope with the double
entendre of. sillon, to perceive that that word is relevant only in a

prurieut intertext repressed and therefore directed to our attention
ty the patriotic bomtast of the song in its offi6ial use.

It must be emphasised that it is not the'actual coptexq of the French
anthern which constitutes rhe inteipretant. f f thdPJfili, itselfrallrg;r,-
key to interpretation, it would be a quotati6n6i-in allilsion, not an

a@
fi*a not be tnore than a siructural referent, a^model authorising I

ce rtain verbal connections which are unacceptable in usage. These I
nray [;e predications, syntagms, or fragments thereof. Or they may be /
mere juxtapositions; words otherwise unrelated in language, and I

bclonging to different syntagms in the intertext, are stiI close enough I
to onc another to be renrernbered together. J'heir nearness is L

valorised because we observe it within the compass of a farniliar
intertext. l-fre refrain is not, therefore, involved in its entirery. It only
provides an abstract frame endowed with the power to give
authoriry to whatever fits into it; a hallowed textual space in which
s'abreuuer presupposes a craving for blood; a space in which that
particular libido denrands that the blood be impure; a'space where
the locus of fulfilment is a furrow. Only because of that abstract
frame, only becausc of its abiliry to consecrate a specific verbal
combination, does a second step become possible: the activation, the
accession to relevancy of the already present but dormant sexual
double entendre of 'furrow' (as if to make sure that readers will not
rniss the cue, another sylleptic intertext urges them to the second

\ Contpulsor rffi, respo,tse 71,

itep: i4ouiage is an abstract connective, corresponding to a literal
mould in the intertext, to a metapHorical one in the texr where it
stands for vulva).

l"his acrivatic. doubles back, as it were, onto the rext. As soon as
tlre water-trough is revealed for what it is, thanks to the discovery of
tlte furrow interpretant, details of rhe holloweci stone's description
that were as yet unexplained become in turn the interpretants of
si//ott, which latter now functions as the primary sign.e Conse-
quently, these details too acquire a sexual significance. The feathers,
hairs, down, and leaves through which blood trickles therefore
appear as a periphrasis for rwo stereoryped images, toison, 'head of
hair' or 'fur', and for|t,'forest', the alternarely literary or colloquial
metaphors for pubic hair, in lofry poetic sryle as well as in lowbrow
or vulgar discourse.

So wide an impact, s6 totalising a transformation, presupposes
. that the multiple meanings of the text should be modified togerher

and given a common significance simultaneously, irrespective of
their discrete referents. It could not therefore depend on a connective
whose own nreaning might differ frorn and obscure the aim of the
overall transformation. This is why the connective for an inter-
pretant intertbxt must be a syllepsis - that is, a word that has rwo
mutually incompatible meanings; one acceptable in the conrext in
which the,word appears, the other valid only in the intertext to which
the wordialso belongs and that it represents at rhe surface of the texr,
as the tip of an icebe rg. As a word, the syllepsis has rwo meanings,
each of which generates itsown derivation in its separate rext; yet as
a connective, it has no ..lning of its own. 'I'he connective is ihere-
fore ernpry, since it'is a mere phonetic shape which can be filled in
turn by two otherwise alien universes of representation. As such it is
vastly more powerful than a metaphor, which needs some semes
common ro both its tenor and itivehicle for the tropological substi-
tution to work. The syllepsis, on the contrary, resring as it does on
homophony, is a connective in tire abstract, a mere sign of
equivalency.

The syllepsis's power over rhe reader lics in the paradoxical com-
bination of two factors. One is the unmistakable obviousness of the
connective, the other is the distance between the c,onnect-ed texts.
Obviousness: one word is at once the.question'and the answer,
having both textuaI and intertextual releva-nces (sometimes rwo

- wbrds almost identical as is the case here but with rhe same radical,
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rvhich makes them look like a declension or conjugation on one
radica[). I)istance: the irresistible lure for ieaders is an enorm<lus
re turn for a rnodest investment, and also an effect oI transgression, of
pleasurable release from a repression, such as the titillation we
experience when a wording safe from any embarrassing connotation
yields to minimal changes (e.g., Ietter or syllable permutations in
spoonerisms) and produces al1 outrageous or even taboo derivation.

The other cas"i of intertextualitf I have discussed are e\ually
compelling, but they differ from syllepsis on two major points. Far
from be ing empty, the connective carries a double semantic load.
And instead of being a lexical Janus, one word with rwo faces, the
connective is a puzzling substitute for the term that should have been
lifted fronr the intertext in order for the text to procluce signi6cance.
The instances found in Breton belong to two different rypes, but in
both of them the kcy worcl or phrase common to tcxt and intertcxt is

missing, and is replaced with another in such a way that readers '

cannot fail to sense a substitution. This makes the recovery of the
intcrtext both urgcnt and unavoidablc.

Our poem presents no other rype, not, I think, because of its
limit4tions, but rather because the exarnples at hand cover all pos-
sible alternatives. Substitution is the clue, because the semantic or r

lexical incompatibilities it creates berween the substittrte and the
scntcnccs srrrror-rncling it are b[atant forrns of ung-rammaticality. For
thc incornpatibilities to be experienced, the verbal sequences they
nrodify rnust have some stabiliry, some permanence, barring which
rvc could not recognise them and compare the ir original fornr to the
altered version before us. These sequences may be found either in a
te xt signed by an autl.ror, or in the potential, inchoate or fragmentary
narrative and descriptive sequences floating in the limbo of the
corpus of myths, stories, exempla, etc. of .which a sociolect is

comprised. But their permanence, their stabiliry can only take rwo
forms. It can manifest itself, first, in one-sentence clich6 predications,
phrases that go unchanged in any context) or even in stereoryped
full-length stories, admitting of few variations from one version to
the next, such as themes, motifs, and myths. Any repressed
component of the above category is sure to be recovered because it is
presupposed by its context. The second kind of perrnanence is thatoI
dcscriptive systems, within which a repressed component is readily
identified as a metonyrn or synecdoche o[ the system's kernel word. .

The two instances I have discussed correspond to the.possibilities:
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stereorypes (Milky \fay), and textual models (bergire descriptive
systerh).

lTithin these categories, the recovery of an intertexr proceeds in
two stages both so overdetefmined that they are unlikely to elude for
long any reader equipped with basic linguistic comperence. Over-
determination is the more inescapable because it is an in-built self-
contained model accessible in its entirery through the semanalysis of
the matrix word from which the stereoryped text or desciiptive
system is derived. At the heuristic stage, readers instantly noticl the
substirution of a connectiye because it disturbs an expected verbal
sequence. At the interpretive stage, they easily recover the substi-
tuted component because anything missing can be deduced from the
extaittcomponents..-. .. ,,: ,....

The question.arises as to whether intertextualiry ceases to work if
the reader is unfamiliar,with the intertexts involved. One might think
the Breton poern would become a dead letter if the sculptor;s mould
were to go unrecognised (and its implications ignored), if Gautier's
short stories were no longer accessible to French readers, or if British
readers were to tire of Bulwer-Lytton's Lasf Days of pompeii, in
which the same negarive of a bosom is depicted. Experience suggests
otherwise. The cast emptied of it.s statue has many other variants.
One would be a sultry scene in'Roussearr's Nouuelle LI6loi'se: when a
lover, waiting for his rnisrress in her boudoir, loses himself in fervid
contempation of the girdle and bra srrewn aborrt him, he muses,
'every item of your underwear offers to my burning imagination the
parts of your body they conceal . . . Delicious imprints, I kiss you a
thousand times.'lo d.

The passage.tuld serreirs an emblem of the mechanism of desire:
the object of desire, reduced to an outline, is both represented and
missing; it is literally visible in its very absence. A prurienr
immediacy is added through _vicarious sensory perception; the sight
a_nd touch'of undergarmenrs is so strongly associated with the body
that they are already srereoryped metonymi for it. Indeed, they are as
forbidden as those parts of the body they cover (it i-s not so long ago
that they were srill called unruentionables). Jusr to name rhe;is;s
potent as a striptease.

Nor is there any need to know prinied versions of this generalised
variant (Rousseau's novel is-also losing populariry), since linguistic
competence (that is, familiariry with the clichZs of the soeiolecr)
should suffice for readers. ro recognise the reversed formof an e16tic
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ste reotype (fantasising aboutthe suggesrive swelling curves at once
hicldcn and displayed by feminine attire). The only difference is thar
published variants enjoy the momentary authority of the canon. If
rve further hypothesise the loss of the stereorypes, there is little
chance'that any fulI shape can ever be perceived or conceived of
without its counterpart, the hollow outline that complements it,
cspecially when the strategies of clothing, fashion and sexual symbo-
lisrn valorisc the rn together as mutually alternative. Furthermore; we
should not assume that the survival of intertextualiry depends on
u,hetlrer or not the reader's libido is aroused. Although tl.re examples
discussed are heated up by libidinal drives, they are but especially
valorised variants of a universal structure of intertextuality: the
serniotic shuttle berween polar opposites, trading them back and
forth, and treating them as if they were mutually eQuivalent, one pole
be ing the negative of the other. The widespread literary practice of
dcpicting nature in terrns of artefacts and vice versa is an exar.nple of
this.

I:inally, rvords correspond to sememes, and sememes contain, in a
potential state of suspense, the semes that can, at any time, develop

1 into a ndrrative. A senreme is an inchoate text. Conversely, a text
I from which a crucial conlponent is missing can be rebuilt by rever- '.. .

sing the generating process; that is, by performing a semanalysis.
'this is rvhy the gradual vanishing of mythology from readers' memo-

I ries is unlikely to hamper the recovery of rrilA,.althotrgh it is

tlisplacerl by the sang substitute. In any language in which a malor
galaxy is called the Milky'Sfay, one easily surmises that the conven-

I tion oI describing a symbolic liquid spreading ovcr the sky has for its

I atrthoriry thc mctaphorical phraseology of popular astronorny that
I reprcsents stardust as rnilk. Iile clo not have to know the details or the

narnes, let alone read obscure mythographers like l-lyginus, who
spirrs tlre tale in his Astronomica. The Juno story itself is but an early
rationalisation of the original semanalysis of the popular name for
the galaxy: that semanalysis merely deduced the breast from the

I rnilk, and supernatural nurse and nursling fronr the cosmic propor-
I tions of the spectacle.

The stabiliry of intertexts, and the reader's ability to compensate
for their losses, should not lead us to assume that intertexts are iust
then.res and motifs. In terms of content and even of form, intertext
and theme may indeed coincide, but they differ radically from each
other in terms of their irnpaCt on the reader, let alone in terms of the
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awareness. In fact, , th.-.', impact can be quite indepen-
dent of the reader's recognition of the theme: narrarive and srylistic
devices, the actualisation of diegctic srrucrures - in short, the very
features that expIain its success and its becoming a theme as a result -
these same features will arouse even a reader who does not suspect
the existence of other versions. In fact, it is not unusual for a theme to
be kno'wn as such only by specialise cl readers, by conrparltists.
.. By contrast,.intertextuality exists only when rwo texts interact
whether o, not they are themes as well. There cannot be an int..t.*i
without our awareness of it.'This awarerless) as I have tried to
demonstrate, rests eithcr on the transparinry of the syllepsis or on
the momentary opaqueness of a substirution.

In other words, even if the intertext can also be described as a
theme, it will differ in one major respect: it will either be a theme
missing a key word, relevant only if rephrased as a riddle (the
substitute rype), or a theme made inseparable from another story
with which it shares a key word (the sylleptic rype) to the exclusion of
anything else. This implies the erasure oI any identifying structure
previously built with traits definable as thematic. Any significance
attached to the sirnilariry berween versions, from which we deduce
the existence of. a theme, is superseded by the illogical relationship
(unjustifiable in referential terms) produced by the mere pun that the
syllepsis ultimately is. t

Before concluding, I should like to point out one final (but
essential) difference between intertext andtheme, a trait contrrron to
both types of connectives. Because it is speci6c to inrerrextuality, this
trait excludes the synonymcus or antonymous kind of rela.tionship
that exists between versiohq of a therne. Instead, this trait is the
combinatory naturerrf the connectives. E,ach connective has, as we
have seen, rwo components: the substitute in the text, and its coroll-
ary or correspondent, the item substituted for, that remains praesens
in absentia in the interrext, displaced or repressed, but in no way
suppressed, inactive, of dormant. Interrextualiry of the sylleptic type
provides, in an intertext unconnected with the text except for the
purely formal pun that indicates their relationship, the rule or pro-
gramme for the interpretation of the text; the paradigrn associating
the cattle's watering-trough and the artist's mould would remain
cryptic without the explicitness of the one word (sillon) that has
remained behind in the intertext, while abreuuoir and sang are
transferred to the text. Intertextualiry of the iribstirutive rype fuses
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ogethe r the mimesis of tl.re repressed element and the rnimesis <>f the
cpressing onc. Consequently, the solr.rtion to the riddle posed by the
ubstitution can never be just a reductive strategy that wouId not, for
rstance, go beyond recovering bergire fronr under rnardes: Far from
eing a momcntary conundrum to be erased the rninute it is solved,
rc substitution triggers a semiosis which isolates and privileges,
.'ithin the senlerne'shepherdess'as a sex synrbol, a seme'rnenstru.-
tion'..\Vithout the connective, ihat seme would remain u.,,rpp.r.i,
lcncc a lexical hybrid, a ghost portmanteau-worcl holding together
peasant girl and the vast sea's ebb and flow..As a mimesis, this

cfics visualisation, but its role is to try an equation (not unlike the
xymoronic structure oI an adynaton) on the reader's imagination.
Ience, in a fleeting but illuminating reconciliation, a compound
ign, in which a character from conventional bucolic poe try, indicat-
lg the legitimacy of sex, and the menstrual conrponcnt of
'rnaleness, inclicating the illegitirnacy of sex, stancl together, one
rrd indivisible, for desire.
The cor.nbinatory nature of the connectives accounts, it seems to

)e, at one fell srvoop for three aspects of intertextuality. It explains
rc fact that intertextualiry enables the text to represent, at one and
re sarne tirne, the following pairs of opposites (rvithin e ach of rvhich
rc first itenr corrcsponcls to the intertext): cortvention and dcpar-
rrcs frorn it, tradition anri noveIty, sociolcct and 

"icliolect, 
tlrc

rcady saicl anrl its negation or tran.sformation. It explains also that
tcrtcxtualiry should be the one trope that rnodifics a whole text
rtlrer than a sentence or phrase, as a metaphor, say, or a synecdoche
orrlrl. Indced, it takes a whole text to compensate for the disappcar-
rcc of thc rcpressecl intertext, and at the sanre time to transfer to
rilt tcxt (i.e., to the periphrastic derivations of the repressed itern) a

gnificance issuirrg from the intertext.
It explains above all that the most importarlt component of the
crary work of art, and indeed the key to the interpretation of its
gni6cance, should be found outside that work, beyond its margins,
the intertext
In conclusion. the concept of combinatory connectives explains
lry the rccovery of the intertext is an imperative and inevitable
ocess. We should not be rnisled by the fact that in the Breton poem

,is process is bolstered by its coincidence with a structure of desire-
is true that the reader's cornpulsion to lift the veil on the lust for
cnstrual blcocl can be explained in psychoanaftic terms.ll And,
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--genirally speaking, we are justified in drawing a parallel berween
intertextua{iry and the unconscious, since the text plays the role of a

'screen. Thus the.intertext is to the texr what the unconscious is to
consciousness. Reading, therefore, is not unlike analysis.l2 Nonethe-
less, we must recognise that what inrpels the reader to pursue the
search for the intertext, to experience the intertextual drive, as it
were, is above all not iust the material fact of the binary structure of
the connictive, birt its biing consistenr with, or a varianr of, the
ubiquitous mechanism of tropes. In a response rendered compuisive,
and facilitated by this familiar model, as soon as the reader norices a

possible substitutability, sihi automatically yields to the temptation
to actualise it. The intertextualdrive, the refore, is tropological rather
than psychoanalytical, a reader response dictated by the tantalising
combination within each connective of the enigma and the answer,i
of the text as Sphinx and thqintertext as Oedipus. I

Notes

1 For a sensible introduction to these problems, see the Intertexrualiry
issue of Texte: reuue de critiqtre et de thiorie littdraire, II, 1983. It includes
an exhaustive bibliography by Don BrLrce, pp. 217-58.

2 This piece is.the eighth of thirry-two prose poerns enrirled Poisson
soluble published in 1924 (llreton, CE-uures contpldtes, ed. Marguerite
Bonnet, Paris, 1988, Vol. I, pp. 347-99).'1'bq.re is no visible interrextualiry
between this and the other pieces. I tricd my hand at a reading of this poern,
from a differeht viewpoini, in 'D6sir, reprdsentarion, textu"alit6', t)egrds,
XLIX-L, Spring-Surnnrcr 1987 , esp. pp. 5-1 1.

3 A majoriry of these legend-s attribrrtc the origin of the fountains of
blood to the violent death of worfi.n, whether victirns of rape or martyrs of
the faith. The second case would setnr free oIsexrral overtones. Far fronr it:
the ryoman is decapitated or cut to pieces, and blood or water gushes forth
fronr the spot where her head or breasts fall.

4 First published in Un Trio de rornans (1852), re printed in Th6ophile
Gautier, La Morte amoureuse, Auatar-et dutres rdcits fantastiques, ed. Jean
Gaudon, Paris, 1981, pp.767-8.

5 A descriptive system is a nerwork of words associated with one
another around a kernel word, in accordance with syntactic relationships
berween the semes of that nucleus' sememe. Each lexical component of the
system functions as a metonynr of that nucleus.

6 Actually, the dog's rnembership in rhe shepherd descriptive system is
. symbolised three times, the last time, revealingly, through the obscure image

" of. anaglyphs. The word shotrld refer to a kind of bas relief, but!n-stead refers-
to a gadget or toy of the rwenties, a kind of stereoscope whose yellorv and
blue lens created an effect of relief, like the goggles Amdrican spectators had

-- to put on thirry years later.to watch 3-D movies.'Three times then -

d
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